P Klein, R Varga, P Vojtanik, J Kovac, J Ziman, et al. They combine advantages of nanocrystalline alloys exhibiting simultaneously increased Curie temperature and magnetic bistability, which is required for modern sensoric and spintronic devices. Positive magnetostriction of the crystalline FeCo grains results in a magnetic bistability, whereas good soft magnetic properties remains stabilized. As a result of mechanical stress induced by the glass-coating, the optimum temperature range for thermal treatment is enhanced up to 600 o C.
Introduction
Amorphous magnetic glass-coated microwires are novel materials with outstanding magnetic behavior for micromagnetism studies with high potential for technological applications [1, 2, 3] . They consist of a magnetic nucleus (which diameter ranges between 1 and 30 µm) coated by a Pyrex-like glass (2 to 20 µm thick), and they are prepared by quenching and drawing technique. Due to their amorphous structure, the main anisotropies that control their magnetic properties are magnetoelastic and shape anisotropy term. Particularly, in the case of positive magnetostriction microwires, the domain structure consists of single large internal domain with axial magnetization, which is surrounded by the external, radially magnetized, multidomain structure (see Figure 1 ) [4] . As a result, magnetization process in axial direction runs through the depining and subsequent propagation along entire microwire of a domain wall from the closure domain shown in figure 1 [3] . Such magnetization process results in bistability (e.g. only two magnetization states are allowed: +M s and -M s , where M s is the saturation magnetization) [5] . Magnetic bistability is one of the most important futures desired for modern spintronic devices that store and transfer information through the domain wall propagation in thin magnetic wires (such a modern memories [6] and domain wall logic [7] ), or in sensoric devices in which two distinct states must be well separated [8] .
Advantages of magnetic microwires include their unique magnetic properties, small dimensions and symmetrical shape, cheap preparation and reliability on electrical, mechanical, and corrosive external effects from Pyrex coating. However, due to their amorphous nature, they can suffer aging effect on time and thermal stability. On the other hand, certain magnetic materials with nanocrystalline structure show excellent soft magnetic properties accompanied by a high structural stability [9] . They are obtained by partial crystallization of the precursor amorphous matrix after suitable thermal treatment, and their structure consists of randomly oriented crystalline grains (approximately 10 nm in size) embedded in the residual amorphous matrix [10] . The crystalline grains are exchange-coupled through the amorphous matrix that results in an averaged out effective crystalline anisotropy. Moreover, the magnetostriction of crystalline grains can be tailored to become negative, contrary to the positive sign of magnetostriction of amorphous matrix, hence the effective magnetostriction takes a vanishing value, which drastically reduces the magnetoelastic anisotropy.
Scientists try to combine ultrasoft magnetic properties and high structural stability of nanocrystalline materials with the shape anisotropy of magnetic microwires [4, 11, 12] .
However, very small anisotropy sometimes counter plays the requirement of high positive magnetostriction so, nanocrystalline microwires lost their bistability [13] . On the other hand, the different thermal expansion coefficient of metallic nucleus and glasscoating can result in huge stresses during the nanocrystallization processes (induced by annealing of the precursor amorphous phase). In addition,instead of desired -(Fe,Si), -Fe phase can crystallize. This phase deteriorates the magnetic properties owing to its nonferromagnetic character [14, 15] .
Most of the above-described questions can be solved by employing nanocrystalline alloys, like FeNiMoB [16] which crystallize into nano-size -FeNi The problem of high temperature technological applications of nanocrystalline materials is solved in Hitperm-based alloys [17, 18] . The combination of FeCo crystalline grains with high magnetization and Curie temperature brought new materials that can be employed even at very high temperature (900 o C) [19, 20, 21] .
In the present work, we introduce novel nanocrystalline microwires with enhanced Curie temperature based on FeCoMoB alloy composition. They combine the advantages of FeNiMoB nanocrystalline microwires with high magnetization and Curie temperature, together with high structural stability of FeCo-based nanocrystalline materials. In addition, they exhibit magnetic bistability as a consequence of the positive magnetostriction of FeCo crystalline grains. Moreover, their excellent soft magnetic properties are kept after in a wide range of temperatures.
Experimental
The study has been performed on glass-coated amorphous microwires with Quasistatic hysteresis loops were measured at room temperature by the static induction method described in [22] . Dynamic switching field was measured by induction method using triangular shaped exciting magnetic field at frequency of 50 Hz [23] 
Results and Discussion
The measurement of the temperature dependence of resistance is known to be a powerful method to determine the structural changes of materials [24] . An additional advantage of the proposed composition is its magnetic bistability.
Contrary to the classical nanocrystalline compositions (FINEMET, NANOPERM), the α-
FeCo nanocrystalline grains exhibit positive magnetostriction. Thus, the overall magnetostriction remains positive, which is a necessary condition for magnetic microwires to obtain monodomain structure and hence, magnetic bistability. Figure 5 shows However, the crystalline precipitates are small and separated by a long distance and they play a role of the pinning centers for the domains. Anyway, the main magnetization process is a single Barkhaussen jump of a single domain wall at a field 100 A/m as it is typical for positive magnetostriction microwire [3] . Annealing at temperatures above because the dynamic switching field measured by the induction method [22] is strongly dependent on the domain wall propagation, whereas quasistatic loops measure only static magnetization state. In the case of well-separated crystalline pinning centers, the domain wall propagation is hindered and the measured dynamic switching fields are higher than static ones. Such hardening is frequently observed after annealing of nanocrystalline samples just below the optimum annealing temperature [13] . An important fact is that the switching field remains nearly constant after annealing above 425 o C contrary to nanocrystalline microwires with different alloy composition (where annealing at higher temperature results in steep increase of the switching field) [13, 14, 16] . The coercivity of soft nanocrystalline materials is mainly driven by a small magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which is a result of the randomly oriented crystalline grains. Their diameter (~19nm as confirmed by X-ray) is much smaller than the exchange length, hence they are exchange-coupled through the amorphous matrix. As a result of such interaction, the effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy is almost zero. The crystalline grains diameter does not change within a wide range of annealing temperature because of the stress resulting from the glass coating on the metallic nucleus. So, the optimum anealing temperature interval to obtain soft magnetic, bistable microwire is enhanced from 450 to almost 600 o C, in contrary to the classical nanocrystalline material, where optimum annealing temperature ranges typically within a very narrow interval at more elevated temperature (from 530 to 560 o C).
Moreover, the crystallization temperature decreases in comparison with the HITPERM alloys by 100 o C. This is seemingly a consequence of using Mo in order to inhibit grain growth. As it was shown in [27] , Mo decreases the crystallization temperature of nanocrystalline phase in opposition to Zr or Nb [18] [19] [20] . However, good soft magnetic properties remains and the given composition belongs to the group of softest magnetic nanocrystalline microwire. This is another important fact for production specially in the case of glass-coated microwire, where high temperature annealing results in a strong applied stress due to different thermal expansion coefficient of metallic nucleus and glass coating [13, 14, 16] .
Conclusions
We present a novel nanocrystalline glass-coated 
